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PUBLIC ABSTRACT

Blast injuries to the unprotected face cause severe damage to facial muscles like the eyelid muscle. A nonfunctional eyelid muscle

significantly affects quality of life; inadequate eyelid closure leads to irritated eyes and potential blindness. Human donor muscle

transplantation represents the sole near-term therapy option, but requires life-long immunosuppression. In the near term, small

eyelid muscles could be engineered with a patient's own cells, eliminating the risks associated with donor sources.

Our ultimate goal is to develop a generic approach to grow functional muscle tissue using clinically-relevant human cell sources.

The eyelid muscle is a small muscle with typical complex skeletal muscle architecture: aligned muscle fibers with an extensive

blood vessel and nerve network that provides metabolic support and stimulatory nerve signals. We have engineered each of these

essential components in the laboratory -- aligned immature muscle fibers, a blood vessel network, and a nerve network with

connection to associated muscle fibers; our previous work utilized adult human cells and adult human stem cells as well as

innovative polycarbonate scaffolds with tailorable degradation and mechanical properties. In this proposed work, these biological

and biomaterial systems will be integrated into a living and functional model of a human eyelid muscle in an immunocompromised

animal model. When cultured muscle cells supported on polycarbonate scaffolds are implanted into immunocompromised animals,

native-like muscle architecture and contraction markers will be demonstrated along with effective blood vessel and nerve networks.

The contraction forces of these engineered muscles will be validated against that of the human eyelid muscle.
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